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1.

Introduction

Implement Consulting Group (ICG) has conducted this Alzheimer’s disease (AD) capacity
analysis, which was commissioned by the biotech company Biogen. The consultants from
ICG have interacted with Biogen employees while conducting the analysis, but all analyses
and conclusions are solely a product and responsibility of ICG.
The analyses in this report are based on official data sources, existing reports and 17
interviews with leading medical experts and other key persons in the parts of the
healthcare system, which handles dementia in Denmark. 8 experts declined the invitation
to be interviewed or pointed to someone else being more relevant.
The purpose of the analysis is to evaluate the capacity of the Danish Healthcare system to
find and identify, diagnose, and treat as well as follow up on patients if and when a
treatment for Alzheimer’s is introduced.
Chapter 0 takes stock of the situation today regarding dementia in Denmark, including
efforts to improve quality of investigation and diagnosis, and looks at the likely
characteristics of a treatment for Alzheimer’s. Chapters 4 to 7 analyses identification,
diagnosis, treatment and follow-up monitoring of Alzheimer’s patients focusing on the
challenges related to the capacity to meet the expected demand if a treatment becomes
available. Chapter 8 summarizes the key findings.
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Executive summary

2.

Alzheimer’s is a growing problem due to the globally increasing aging population. This puts
the health and care sectors under pressure because effective methods of prevention and
disease modifying treatments are not available in the clinic. Therefore, there is a significant
readiness in Denmark to introduce new treatments for even relatively small target groups,
but also a range of significant capacity gaps to be closed, before a treatment can be
broadly implemented.
Status on Alzheimer’s in Denmark
Based on recent data and statistics the actual number of new cases of dementia in
Denmark each year could be up to four times more than the number diagnosed.

Age group

DK
population,
2019

Annual
incidence rates,
2015

Estimated new
cases of
dementia

Diagnoses in
dementia
database, 2019

Estimated number
of undiagnosed
cases

60-64

345,858

3.1

1,072

327

745

65-69

318,763

5.3

1,689

437

1,252

70-74

322,028

9.3

2,995

1,052

1,943

76-79

248,614

17.3

4,301

1,476

2,825

80-84

151,685

32

4,854

1,577

3,277

85-89

81,027

57

4,619

1,004

3,615

45,265

122.4

90+
Total

1,513,240

5,540

396

5,144

25,070

6,269

18,801

Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019, World Alzheimer’s Report 2015 and
Statistics Denmark

The potential initiation of treatment for Alzheimer’s must fit into a healthcare sector where
general practice and hospitals are primarily organized to solve assessment and
examination tasks to diagnose patients because there are no significant disease modifying
treatments available for Alzheimer’s.
However, the health and care sectors are also under pressure from several other chronic
and/or life-threatening diseases, with which the potential treatment of Alzheimer’s will be in
competition for resources and capacity.
In 2017 the Danish Health Authority (DHA) published a report titled ‘Recommendations
regarding the organization of dementia diagnosis and treatment units’ and the five Danish
regions, responsible for secondary care in Denmark, are currently working to implement
them. There are still outstanding issues in the implementation of the recommendations, as
they have not been equally implemented in the different regions meaning, that the patient’s
path through the system depends on which region the patient belongs to. If a potential
treatment for AD is implemented, these differences will be even more evident.
Specific capacity needs following the introduction of a treatment for Alzheimer’s
The introduction of a treatment will entail the need for resources to expand capacity in four
areas of the healthcare system:
1)

More resources will be needed for early identification and investigation because
the treatment is expected to be relevant for patients who are in the very early
stages of Alzheimer’s disease, and these patients have so far not been in the
system to a large extent because there was no significant benefit of early
identification. This is both because of the system not in general focusing on
diagnosing this patient group with Alzheimer’s (instead focusing on ruling out
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2)

3)
4)

differential diagnosis for patients in the later diseases stages) and due to
hesitation among patients regarding seeking a diagnosis for which there is no
treatment.
In addition, resources will also be required to enhance the diagnosing capacity of
Alzheimer´s Disease, to rule out other types of dementia and to allow early
diagnosis, which is required to benefit from the treatment.
As the treatment, at least to begin with, is expected to be administered
intravenously (IV), resources will be required to increase infusion capacity.
Finally, following up on treatment and adverse events will require further
resources in the form of both manpower and equipment.

Capacity for diagnosing Alzheimer’s as early as possible
The waiting time from referral to first contact with a dementia investigation unit was 28
days nationally in 2018. However, there was substantial variation across the regions from
5 days for North Denmark Region and 96 days for Region Zealand in 2018.
The need for an effective assessment and/or screening method and procedure to
distinguish irrelevant cases and patients with temporary symptoms from patients who are
in the very early stages of dementia and could benefit from treatment will be evident.
The use of lumbar puncture (LP) to obtain Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) followed by biomarker
analysis is pointed out by the experts as the most relevant, low cost and low risk
procedure to be used broadly in the investigation of dementia. This will entail nationwide
implementation of this procedure for early diagnostics. For LP/CSF, the scenarios range
from an increase of 19% to 138% of total national use today. The potential need for more
than doubling the use of LP/CSF at the national level is of course a potential challenge, but
as the procedure is fairly quick and does not require complicated equipment it might be
achievable.
Due to very low capacity and high costs relative to the equally conclusive LP/CSF, the
current setup is not suitable for high volume and thus PET-PIB is not fit as a tool being
applied more broadly in the investigation of dementia. It is thus most likely that the cheaper
and more available (tracers often made on site) PET-FDG scan, which is now used for
approximately 20 percent2 of patients nationally, will be used as a supplement for LP/CSF
if the number of patients seen in dementia units increase significantly, while PET-PiB will
remain a supplement, which is applied if the diagnosis is unclear.
As a potential mitigating solution to capacity constraints, the experts point to blood-based
biomarkers. Blood based biomarker investigations are being investigated broadly, and
there is a hope for the blood-based tests to be exchanged for the LP/CSF.
Another suggestion to help close the capacity gap would be to develop prediction
algorithms, which can yield early detection of dementia/Alzheimer’s. The data for the
algorithms could be for example contacts with the healthcare and social systems, family
disease history, use of pharmaceuticals, sick days from work, divorce etc.
Treatment capacity
It is the general expert assessment, that the medical responsibility for a future
pharmaceutical treatment of Alzheimer’s must be in neurology. If a new treatment entails
infusion administered pharmaceuticals the physical and personnel (especially neurologist,
specialised nurses) capacities are to be greatly increased as the patients will have to be
monitored by neurological specialist during and after treatment.
This will therefor require either massive investments in new or existing neurological
departments or accepting infusions to be given either by the GP or at the patient’s home.
Biogen-134457
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The later obviously depending on the conditions in the approval for the specific treatment.
Furthermore, GP and home treatment are difficult with fragile patients, which can be
exemplified by the fact that patients suffering from sclerosis all receive infusions in the
neurological department despite that they are on average less fragile than patients with
dementia.
MR-follow up capacity
Some of the most advanced research within biological pharmaceuticals is targeting
amyloid build up in the brain, which come with potential side effects in the form of oedema
and microhaemorrhages in the brain called ARIA1. The brain must be closely monitored by
MR to avoid adverse effects continually during the period of treatment.
The analysis find that the existing MR scanner capacity (in radiological departments) is
fully utilized. And the supply of radiologists who can interpret the MR scans is short since
this is a specialisation and there is a general lack of radiologists. Moreover, more
radiographers will be needed to conduct the potentially very large number of additional
scans. Thus, the radiology experts regard the capacity constraint for MR-cerebrum to be a
significant challenge.
Radiologists point to so called ‘narrow scans’ as short-term change to reduce the need for
extensive capacity expansion within MR as the scanning time and interpretation time
would be significantly reduced. Such a change will require either a legal change or a
change in how the relevant legislation is enforced by the health authorities. In combination
with usage of AI the need for new capacity could be even more reduced.
Critical bottlenecks in the healthcare system
In this analysis we have identified several changes necessary to initiate treatment. Some
can be handled by the system while others will cause bottlenecks.
In diagnostics it will be critical that MR and CT scanning capacity is expanded to
accommodate the need for ruling out differential diagnoses for the new patients who come
into the system due to the availability of a treatment. Furthermore, MR scans are needed
in the follow up stage, which intensifies the risk of a bottleneck. As there is a lack of both
MR scanners and radiologists for interpretation of results, this is likely to become critical.
In the diagnosis and treatment stages, neurologists will be the key medical specialisation
and given the necessary expansion of capacity, there will be a need for more neurologists
specialized in neurodegenerative diseases. As there is no unutilized capacity and training
new specialized doctors takes several years, this is likely to become critical.
For this report a low and high scenario for the increase in existing capacity needed if a
treatment is approved has been developed. The scenarios point to PET-PiB and -FDG
seeing the largest relative increases in demand, but as the current volume of these scans
is a few hundred and a few thousands respectively (for dementia investigation), it might be
less of a bottle neck. The increase needed for LP/CSF is substantial, but this is mitigated
by the fact that the procedure is simple and cheap. The increases in the demand for both
CT-cerebrum and MR-cerebrum for diagnosis are low (between 0.4% and 6%), but when
the increase in demand driven by follow up MR-cerebrum is added, the needed increase is
up to 19%, which seems very difficult given several challenges to expand capacity.

1

Amyloid Related Imaging Abnormalities
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A fundamental prerequisite for initiating treatment in the Danish healthcare system is
that the clinical trials must show a significant effect for a significant group of patients as
this is the core argument for allocating additional resources to the area, accepting side
effects for the patients in treatment and accepting unnecessary treatment for some
patients who end up not developing Alzheimer’s. At the time of writing the clinical evidence
is in review.
The above must be sufficiently convincing to make key experts in the relevant medical
specialities, general practise, and patient organisations back the adoption of treatment and
create a broad support in the system. Currently, these experts express some reluctance
regarding the clinical evidence on treatment effect.
The general conclusion is that a treatment for Alzheimer’s will drive a need for more
capacity in the dementia clinics, in neurological departments and in radiology if other
patient groups are not to be down prioritized due to capacity constraints. Such a
development will probably also drive a need for re-organizing all the regional dementia
clinics in a new structure within the context of the neurological departments.
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3.

The status of Alzheimer’s Disease in DK

3.1

Alzheimer’s Disease in Denmark

Alzheimer’s is a growing problem due to the globally increasing aging population, which
puts the health and care sectors under pressure because effective methods of prevention
and disease modifying treatments are not available in the clinic. The existing drugs are
instead under development or currently pending approval with health authorities. At the
same time, patients and relatives are left in great despair and without hope for recovery.
Therefore, there is a significant readiness in Denmark to introduce new treatments for
even relatively small target groups.
However, the health and care sectors are also under pressure from several other chronic
and/or life-threatening diseases, with which the potential treatment of Alzheimer’s will be in
competition for resources and capacity. Therefore, a restructuring of the healthcare system
is ongoing with shifts in tasks between hospitals, general practice, and municipalities to
support efficient capacity use. Thus, it is extremely relevant to uncover the conditions in
more detail and test the prerequisites for the commissioning of a potential Alzheimer’s
treatment.
The potential initiation of treatment for Alzheimer’s must fit into a healthcare sector where
general practice and hospitals are primarily organized to solve assessment and
examination tasks to diagnose patients because there are no significant disease modifying
treatments available for AD. A strength is, however, that the Danish Dementia Research
Centre functions as a central focal point for establishing professional standards for medical
practice in close collaboration with The Danish Health Authority (DHA), regional memory
clinics, research environments, educational institutions etc. On the other hand, a
weakness of the delivery system is that it is fractionated and involves more than five
different medical specialties, each with its own part of the overall task and capacity.
Summing up, the introduction of a treatment may require changes to several parts of this
capacity, which is likely to require significant time and resources.

3.2

Recommendations from the Danish Health Authority

The situation described above is, however, not static. In 2017 the Danish Health Authority
(DHA) published a report titled ‘Recommendations regarding the organization of dementia
diagnosis and treatment units’ (Anbefalinger til organisering af udrednings- og
behandlingsenheder for demens) and the five Danish regions, responsible for secondary
care in Denmark, are currently working to implement them. The recommendations from
DHA address four areas summed up below:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The population covered by each unit should be large enough to both ensure
high patient volume and allow for physical colocation with specialized functions.
All relevant medical specializations should be involved in investigation and
collaboration across units must be facilitated.
The dementia units should serve additional functions such as mobile
investigation in the patient’s home, advice to the rest of the healthcare system,
answer dementia hotline and accommodate special patient needs.
Units should report to the Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia
(DanDem) and conduct research in relation to their work in a national
collaboration.

In Appendix 9.1 the purpose, background and specific recommendations are presented.
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Challenges in the implementation of the recommendations
At the time of writing, several aspects of the recommendations described above have not
been fully implemented across all off the five regions. In the following we focus on lack of
implementation where it is most obvious and can be objectively evaluated.
Variation in diagnostic tools applied: The recommendations states ‘Development of
competencies and efforts to improve quality in the individual investigation and treatment
units should ensure unification in the diagnostic approach and criteria, and treatment’.
However, as demonstrated in more detail in section 5.1, there are significant variations
across both units and regions in the tests applied to diagnose patients.
Units with low patient volumes: As can be seen in Table 3 in Section 5.1, several units
do not meet the recommended minimum of 500 patient investigations per year. In some
cases, this is less of a problem because the units are manned by staff rotating from a
larger unit. However, some experts interviewed have pointed to small patient volumes
being a real problem and particularly in the Central Denmark Region.
Absence of specializations in some units: Examples of deviations from the
recommendations are the units anchored in geriatric departments, which draw on other
specializations as consultants once a week. Another example is the setup in North
Denmark Region where most of the investigations of patients are conducted by the
general practitioner who retrieves the necessary tests, scans etc. In this setup, many
patients never enter secondary care.
In conclusion, the challenges regarding implementation described above show that the
recommendations from 2017 have not been equally implemented in the different regions,
and that the patient’s path through the system depends on which region the patient
belongs to, if the patient is referred to a specialized unit at all. If a potential treatment for
AD is implemented, these challenges will be even more evident.

Consequences of a treatment for Alzheimer’s

3.3

Currently there are clinical trials being conducted with the aim of identifying a treatment of
Alzheimer’s disease. There are preliminary indications that a treatment of early
Alzheimer’s and mild cognitive impairment may become available at some point in the
near future with the treatment strategy to target amyloid build up in the brain.
Such a treatment will entail the need for resources to expand capacity in four areas of the
healthcare system (not including needs emerging from a higher and earlier inflow of
patients to the healthcare system in general):
5)

6)

7)

More resources will be needed for early identification and investigation because
the treatment is expected to be relevant for patients who are in the very early
stages of Alzheimer’s disease, and these patients have so far not been in the
system to a large extent because there was no significant benefit of early
identification. This is both because of the system not in general focusing on
diagnosing this patient group with AD (instead focusing on ruling out differential
diagnosis for patients in the later diseases stages) and due to hesitation among
patients regarding seeking a diagnosis for which there is no treatment.
In addition, resources will also be required to enhance the diagnosing capacity of
Alzheimer´s Disease, to rule out other types of dementia and to allow early
diagnosis, which is required to benefit from the treatment.
As the treatment, at least to begin with, is expected to be administered
intravenously (IV), resources will be required to increase infusion capacity.
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8)

Finally, following up on treatment and adverse events will require further
resources in the form of both manpower and equipment.

The following four chapters analyse the necessary capacity and potentials for expansion if
a treatment is introduced, each chapter focusing on one of the four areas above.
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4.

Patient Flow and Capacity

4.1

The patient pathway and patient flow

In Denmark, the GPs are primarily responsible for early assessment and preliminary
diagnosing of Alzheimer’s as they perform the initial screening and decide whether
additional tests are necessary in the secondary sector. The figure below illustrates the
agreed patient flow in the Region of Southern Denmark and shows the key role of the GP.
This patient flow is overall illustrative of the patient flow across the Danish regions, but
there are differences and the share of patients in each step of the flow varies significantly
between the regions. Similar graphical illustrations are not available for other regions than
the region of Southern Denmark.

Figure 1

Source: Region of Southern Denmark

The interviewed experts find that the actual patient flow generally comprises the relevant
patients and in Region Zealand there is a trend towards more patients actively seeking a
diagnosis. However, there are caveats:
-

-

Firstly, the patients are probably showing up later in the disease progression than
optimal in terms of taking advantage of the available guidance on learning to
cope with dementia and how to mitigate the consequences.
Secondly, diagnosis is correlated with social factors such that weaker patient
groups are less likely to be diagnosed. This challenge is expected to persist even
when treatments become available in the future. Thus, the issue should be
addressed in order to help this patient group benefit from guidance currently
available and potential future treatments.

Figure 2 below shows that in 2019 there were 9,580 persons investigated for dementia of
which 6.269 were diagnosed with some degree of dementia. The remaining were either
cognitively intact or had only mild cognitive impairment (MCI). As described above, the
approximately five thousand patients diagnosed with mild dementia or MCI are interesting
since the number gives a lower estimate of the size of the patient group, which could
potentially benefit from a future treatment.
Biogen-134457
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Some patients suspected of dementia are seen in a hospital department other than the
dementia units, which means that they are not included in the dementia database. A
recent study2 using data from several Danish health registers finds that approximately
eight thousand persons were diagnosed with a form of dementia in 2015. We have not
found publicly available data for 2015 from the dementia database, but for 2016 the
database registered 5.586 new cases of dementia. This suggests that more than two
thousand persons were diagnosed with dementia outside the dementia units in these
years.

Figure 2

Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019

Of patients diagnosed with dementia, the cause is Alzheimer’s disease in 53 percent of the
cases, cf. Table 1. Alzheimer’s disease is also a factor in mixed dementia, which is the
cause in 14 percent of the cases. The remaining cases of dementia have many different
causes ranging from vascular dementia (14%) to alcohol consumption (1%) and with 7
percent of cases not getting a specific diagnosis.

2

Declining incidence of dementia: A national registry-based study over 20 years, Alzheimer's &
Dementia Volume 15, Issue 11, November 2019, Pages 1383-1391.
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Table 1 – Specific dementia diagnoses
Number
Alzheimer’s Disease

Pct.

3,299

53%

Parkinson's

380

6%

Vascular dementia

865

14%

Mixed dementia (Alzheimer's + vascular

877

14%

Frontotemporal Dementia

172

3%

Other specific dementia diagnosis

103

2%

No specific dementia diagnosis

408

7%

Alcohol

91

1%

Other disease (non-neurodegenerative)

58

1%

Affective disease

16

0%

6,269

100%

Total

Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019

The Danish Dementia Database does not report the cross tabulation of cognitive status
and specific dementia diagnosis. However, respondents estimate that 10-20 percent of
people diagnosed with MCI have a neurodegenerative disease at the time of diagnosis,
while more will develop it at a later stage. This gives an indication of the size of the
population for which a new treatment could be relevant.

4.2

Earlier diagnosis of Alzheimer’s

Today the patients diagnosed with Alzherimer’s Disease are roughly equally split between
being over and under 80 years of age. Only 12 percent are diagnosed while under the age
of 70, which shows that the disease does primarily affect the elderly, cf. Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Age distribution for patients diagnosed with AD

6%

12%

43%
40%

< 70 years

70-79 years

80-89 years

> 90 years

Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019

Several of the interviewed experts agree that the availability of a treatment for Alzheimer’s
disease is likely to lead to more people actively seeking a diagnosis – as of today by
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visiting their GP. This means that the numbers in the previous section are likely to be a
lower estimate and that the age distribution seen above could change. It is not possible to
make a certain projection on what the level of diagnosis will be in a new situation where a
treatment becomes available. Table 2, however, shows an estimation of the annual
number of incident cases of dementia in Denmark based on annual incidence rates
obtained from the World Alzheimer Report 2015. Combined with the most recent statistics
for the Danish population by age groups, this yields an estimate showing that the actual
number of new cases of dementia in Denmark each year could be up to four times more
than the number diagnosed.

Table 2
Age
group

DK population,
2019

Annual
incidence
rates, 2015

Estimated new Diagnoses in
cases of
dementia
dementia
database, 2019

Estimated number
of undiagnosed
cases

60-64

345,858

3.1

1,072

327

745

65-69

318,763

5.3

1,689

437

1,252

70-74

322,028

9.3

2,995

1,052

1,943

76-79

248,614

17.3

4,301

1,476

2,825

80-84

151,685

32

4,854

1,577

3,277

85-89

81,027

57

4,619

1,004

3,615

90+

45,265

122.4

5,540

396

5,144

25,070

6,269

18,801

Total

1,513,240

Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019, World Alzheimer’s Report 2015 and
Statistics Denmark

Severe and moderate dementia are debilitating conditions, which leaves the affected
persons in need of significant assistance to carry out daily life. Thus, it seems likely that
most cases not diagnosed in the current situation (with no approved disease modifying
treatment) would be mild dementia. However, there is no evidence demonstrating this and
some experts point to a significant number of patients not being diagnosed even despite
needing care in a care facility for the elderly. This fits the perception in the municipal care
sector, that a substantial share of the undiagnosed and non-assessed elderly population
has either challenges related to their memory or outright symptoms compatible with
dementia.
The data in Table 2 shows the potential number of new relevant visits to the GP based on
suspected dementia. However, the presence of a new treatment is likely to also cause an
increase in irrelevant visits, which would fall in two groups 1) Patients with symptoms of
dementia stemming from other temporary conditions such as severe stress, depression,
side effects from medication, general weakening from diseases (for example chronic heart
or lung disease), and 2) patients who erroneously think that they have symptoms and are
more likely to want an investigation if there is a treatment available.
In total, this shows the need for an effective assessment and/or screening method and
procedure to distinguish irrelevant cases and patients with temporary symptoms from
patients who have dementia and could benefit from treatment. If no such method or
mechanism is found, neurological experts point out, it could lead to unnecessary treatment
and in worst case harm to patients. Furthermore, it would put additional pressure on the
healthcare system as these additional patients must also be investigated for differential
diagnoses.
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4.3

Potentials for development

In the interviews it has been suggested, that in Denmark there is plenty of data available,
which should enable the identification of high-risk patients as part of an effective datadriven risk-based early assessment and/or screening mechanism.
One specific suggestion for development projects is to exploit the unique Danish data
registers (which can be combined using the unique CPR-number) and develop prediction
algorithms, which can yield early detection of dementia/AD. The data for the algorithms
could be for example be contacts with the healthcare and social systems, family disease
history, use of pharmaceuticals, sick days from work, divorce etc. According to the experts,
there are articles forthcoming using an approach like the one described above to predict
prostate cancer.
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5.

Diagnosis and Diagnosis Capacity

5.1
The organisation of the dementia diagnosis and
treatment in the secondary sector in Denmark across the five
regions
All the Danish regions are working to adhere to the recommendations from the Danish
Health Authority. However, the implementation varies between regions and some have
come further than others. Some regions have dementia units physically located in the
same place as the (typically neurological) departments employing the doctors with the
relevant specializations (stamafdelingerne). Other regions have dementia units comprised
of doctors from several locations. The overview below is based on publicly available
descriptions of the organizations supplemented with input from interviewed experts. Table
3 provides an overview of the dementia units across regions.
The Capital Region of Denmark
The dementia units are collocated in each planning area (planområde), in clinics spanning
across specializations, but anchored in a neurological department. The clinics are located
at the following hospitals:
Hillerød Hospital (planning area North)
Herlev Hospital (planning area Middle)
Glostrup Hospital (planning area South)
University Hospital of Copenhagen (Rigshospitalet) in collaboration with Bispebjerg
Hospital (planning area City).
One planning area has anchored the dementia unit in a geriatric department and there is a
small unit on the island of Bornholm, which is supported by Rigshospitalet. In the dementia
units there are doctors specialized in neurology, geriatrics and psychiatry along with other
specialized staff.
After the initial investigation for dementia conducted by the GP, the dementia unit in the
planning area takes over and conducts the full basic investigation, and supplementary
investigation if necessary. Finally, in the case of unclear diagnosis or rare/hereditary
diseases the dementia unit with regional or specialized function conducts additional
investigation.
The collaboration between both the different units, the different medical specialties and the
municipal care sector is facilitated by coordinators with different roles. The patients are
stratified into three groups based on disease type, complexity and progression
supplemented by current symptoms and a number of other factors. The treatment of
groups 1 and 2 is coordinated by the GP, while the dementia unit comes in as a second
coordinator for group 3 (the most complex patients who are primarily seen at a hospital).
The North Denmark Region
The investigation of dementia has been centralized to one dementia unit at Aalborg
University Hospital. Doctors are employed in the departments corresponding to their
specializations, neurology, geriatrics and psychiatry. In addition, there is a mobile
dementia unit seeing a small number of patients in their homes.
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The Central Denmark Region
The region currently has 3 dementia units (Memory Clinics) in Viborg (Midt), Holstebro
(Vest) and Aarhus, which are all anchored in neurological departments, but have doctors
with specialization in neurology, geriatrics and psychiatry involved in the investigation.
Furthermore, all the geriatric departments investigate patients for dementia, but they have
lower patient volumes. Patients are also investigated in geriatric psychiatry, but only in
special cases where the patient has severe behavioural or psychiatric symptoms and/or
differential diagnoses. Finally, the regional psychiatry investigates patients for dementia in
five locations, which are located at the above-mentioned hospitals and in other locations.
In these locations the doctors are geriatric psychiatrists and psychologists. To support
corporation between the units investigating for dementia, the region has established
networks in east and west, which facilitates sparring. In June 2020, the region launched
one-entry visitation based in Silkeborg, which handles all referrals to investigation from
GPs and directs the patient to the appropriate investigation unit.
Region Zealand
The region has one common visitation (demenspostkassen) for patients suspected of
dementia, which ensures one entry regarding referrals for investigation. The referrals are
handled by a common visitation of neurologic, geriatric and psychiatric expertise, which
determines which unit should investigate each specific patient.
The Regional Knowledge Centre for Dementia (and Memory Clinic) is placed in Roskilde
under the leadership of the Neurological department and a satellite function in NykøbingFalster under local leadership of the geriatric Department.
A second Memory Clinic is placed in Slagelse under the leadership of the geriatrics
department with a satellite function in Holbæk also with basis in the geriatrics department
In addition, the geriatric psychiatry has mobile teams in Roskilde, Vordingborg and
Dianalund, which handles dementia in combination with depression and/or behavioural
changes.
Finally, videoconferences are used to facilitate collaboration between specializations.
Region of Southern Denmark
The region has organized investigation of dementia in units which function across
geriatrics, neurology, and psychiatry. The units are not physically anchored in one
specialized department, but are instead a collaboration across specializations, which
among other activities hosts conferences. This means that the staff in the units are not
anchored in the same hospitals and are not physically located in the same place.
It varies which specializations are responsible for investigating patients for dementia and
specialized departments are mainly staffed by doctors within the specialization. Thus, the
collaboration is meant to ensure that patients are investigated in a unified way irrespective
of which unit they are referred to for investigation.
In addition to the above, the region has specialized dementia units/Memory Clinics on
Odense University Hospital and in Svendborg, which support the other units when a higher
degree of specialization is required.
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Table 3

Note: Department names in Danish
Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019

The waiting time from referral to first contact with a dementia investigation unit was 28
days nationally in 2018. However, there was substantial variation across the regions from
5 days for North Denmark Region and 96 days for Region Zealand in 2018, cf. Figure 4.
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Figure 4 – Days from referral to first visit at investigation unit
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Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2018 (not available for 2019)

5.2

Current diagnostic tools and capacity

Basic investigation for mild cognitive impairment and dementia is typically initiated by the
GP but conducted in collaboration between the GP and a dementia unit with dementia as a
main function (hovedfunktion) according to the “Specialization Planning Guidelines” from
the Danish Health Authority. If supplementary examination is necessary, it is conducted by
a dementia unit at the main or regional function level (regionsfunktion). As described
earlier, patients can also be diagnosed in a hospital department, which is not a dementia
unit. Furthermore, some patients with dementia are never seen at a hospital. This is for
example very old and/or weak patients who live far away from major cities. For these
patients, the journey to a dementia unit would be a significant burden and costly to society,
which is not justified if there are not any effective treatment options. This can explain why
some GPs would not refer patients to a dementia unit despite finding that they have a
cognitive impairment suggesting dementia. We have not found any data on patients with
dementia seen only by their GP (only the GPs can access this data), but we believe that it
may contribute to explain the large difference between the number registered with
dementia at hospitals, in Section 4.1, and the number of new cases calculated from annual
incidence rates in Section 4.2
Figure 5 shows the diagnostic tools in the basic and supplementary investigation. The
basic investigation consists of anamnesis (medical history), basic cognitive tests (typically
MMSE and clock-drawing test), blood tests, ECG, structural scan, and an evaluation of the
ability to function in everyday life (ADL). Furthermore, CT- or MR-cerebrum (scan of the
brain) are often done, primarily to rule out differential diagnoses. The supplementary
investigation can involve one or more additional test or scans depending on the results
from the basic investigation. Investigation for Alzheimer’s disease and other
neurodegeneration is often done by biomarkers in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which can
indicate that amyloid-beta-1-42 is amassing in the brain or show signs of neuronal
degeneration or destruction by the levels of total tau (a protein) or hyperfosfolated tau.
Measuring biomarkers from CSF is a relatively low-cost procedure.
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Another approach to distinguish between the specific causes of dementia is to conduct
supplementary scans of the brain, which is primarily done when the diagnosis is unclear.
One option is a Positron Emissions Tomography (PET) scan using the tracer C-PiB (PETPiB scan), while other tracers are available. The tracer is absorbed in the amyloid plaques
in the brain, which can cause Alzheimer’s, and thus the scan is also called amyloid scan.
This is currently a very costly procedure and it is only available in four locations in
Denmark. Another option is a functional brain scan also using the PET-scanner, but
instead using the tracer 18F-flourodeoxyglucose (FDG) to look at the glucose metabolism.
The scan is evaluated by a visual qualitative assessment alone, but evidence suggests
that supplementing this with computer assisted assessments yields superior results. The
PET-FDG scan is cheaper than PET-PiB and available in all five Danish regions, which
means that it is much more commonly used than PET-PiB.
The tools described above have been selected for an investigation regime targeting the
current situation with no significant treatment available and thus no distinct motivation for
early identification and specific diagnostics of Alzheimer’s. With a treatment for AD
available, a nationwide shift can be expected towards LP/CSF as the primary diagnostic
tool supplemented by PET-FDG and in some cases PET-PiB (only when there is an
unclear diagnostic picture). The clinicians agree that this strategy at the moment is the
most relevant way to establish a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s with sufficient certainty to justify
starting treatment. This is moreover the current diagnostic strategy used at the centers at
Rigshospitalet and Herlev Hospital when the basic tests points towards AD as a possible
diagnosis.

Figure 5

Source: Diagnostic of mild cognitive impairment and dementia, Danish Health Authority, 2018.

The Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia contains data for patients investigated
for dementia in Denmark. It does not register all the supplementary diagnostic tools, but for
the most used tools it gives a picture of adherence to the guidelines across the regions.
The guideline target is that at least 80 percent of patients referred to a dementia unit
should be investigated using each tool, except for the basic cognitive test where the target
is 90 percent. For the basic cognitive test and the structural scan, the adherence is very
good with all regions applying these tools in close to all cases, cf. Figure 6. For the ADL
(activities of daily living) assessment the guideline is met in all regions, but for the North
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Denmark Region and Region Zealand the margin is small, and all regions have a notable
share of patients for whom this tool was not applied (approximately 5-15 percent). For the
extended cognitive test both the North Denmark Region and the Region of Southern
Denmark are below the threshold in the guideline, and the Central Denmark Region is only
barely meeting it. In their yearly report the dementia database suggests that this may be
due to lack of experience with Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (ACE).

Figure 6
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Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019

Some respondents find that the regional implementation of the guidelines from the Danish
Health Authorities have been inconsequential. The focus of this critique is particularly on
dementia units with small patient volumes, which have a tendency not to meet guidelines
in their investigations of patients. Figure 7 exemplifies this by showing that most of the
dementia units which fail to meet the guideline regarding extended cognitive tests have
small patient volumes (the units in the area marked by the black dashed square in the
figure). Other experts, however, have pointed out that this apparent correlation cannot be
verified statistically.
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Figure 7 – Share of investigated patients with cognitive status intact/MCI/mild
dementia who have been tested using another cognitive test than MMSE or MOCA in
a dementia unit

Note: Figure only available in Danish. Y-axis is the share, x-axis is the number of patients
Source: Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia yearly report 2019

For the diagnostic tools labelled ‘supplementary’ in Figure 5 there is no data from the
dementia database, but the expert interviews provide some insights. The experts point out
that biomarkers in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are already part of the basic investigation for
dementia at some dementia units. As an example, the memory clinic at the University
Hospital of Copenhagen (Rigshospitalet) estimates that CSF is taken from 30-40 percent
of the patients who are investigated for Alzheimer’s. This dementia unit is based in a
neurology department where lumbar puncture (LP) to tap CSF is a standard procedure for
the neurologists.
However, in other units with less neurological competence present there are examples of a
perception that LP is difficult for the medical staff and unpleasant for the patient. This
means that in these units the share of patients which are tested using LP/CSF is likely to
be significantly lower.
Another factor potentially discouraging the use of LP is the risk of side effects, but the
experts point out that these are rare and justified by the severity of Alzheimer’s. Finally, the
experts expect that availability of a treatment will lead to LP/CSF being used more broadly
in the investigation of dementia. This is only for Alzheimer’s since there is a lack of
biomarkers for the remaining diseases meaning that MR and CT scans are still necessary
for differential diagnostics in the investigation process.
Taking again the memory clinic at Rigshospitalet as an example, they estimate that less
than 5 percent of patients being investigated for Alzheimer’s in this unit are scanned using
PET-PIB. This should be seen in the light of nuclear medicine and PET-capacity for the
relevant isotopes being only available at the large university hospitals (Copenhagen,
Aarhus, Odense and Roskilde), which indicates that these tools in practice are unavailable
in many dementia units. Due to high costs relative to the equally conclusive CSF, the
current setup is not suitable for high volume and thus PET-PIB is not fit as a tool being
applied more broadly in the investigation of dementia. It is thus most likely that the cheaper
and more available (tracers often made on site) PET-FDG scan, which is now used for
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approximately 20 percent3 of patients nationally, will be used as a supplement for LP/CSF
if the number of patients seen in dementia units increase significantly, while PET-PiB will
remain a supplement, which is applied if the diagnosis is unclear.
The experts point out that when it comes to neurology departments there is as such no
free capacity for examinations of more patients for Alzheimer’s. But there is a general
agreement that the availability of an effective treatment will drive a need for many more
patients to be examined and diagnosed with either biomarker diagnostic tools (from either
spinal fluid as of today or maybe from blood in the future) and/or PET-PID/FDG. The latter
only in cases, where the diagnosis is unclear. This additional capacity along with the
existing capacity needs to be made available in the context of the dementia clinics
anchored the neurological departments as the need for the very early diagnosis in the
progression of the disease excludes the more cognitive test-based diagnostics methods
often being the choice in other departments than neurological.
This will also drive up the percentage of examined patients who do not have Alzheimer’s.
Not only will there be a growing number of patients that need to be examined, but there
will also be identified more patients with other diagnoses, that then again needs further
examinations and treatments. This development will not only demand capacity in dementia
clinics and neurological departments but also in many other both paraclinical and clinical
departments as well as in general practice. The demand for radiological procedures will be
especially high as the need for both CT and MR will grow rapidly from the need to clarify
and exclude other diagnoses.
To assess quantitatively the potential future capacity constraints, we apply a scenario
model described in Appendix 9.2. The model is based on a combination of data, literature
estimates and expert input and yields a high and low scenario for future demand for the
key tests and scans in dementia investigations, treatment and follow up. The uncertainty
regarding the numbers from the scenario model is high, and thus they should be
interpreted as realistic scenarios, not as a prognosis/forecast.
For PET-PiB and PET-FDG data on the total capacity at the national level is not available,
but the total capacity used in dementia investigation has been estimated. Thus, Figure 8
shows that the scenario model finds that the PET-PiB scanning capacity available for
dementia investigation would need to be expanded by between 157% and 1101% of the
capacity used today to accommodate the increase in demand for more certain AD
diagnosis. As PET-PiB is not, to our knowledge, used for other purposes than dementia
investigation, meeting the demand would entail up to a more than ten-fold increase in total
capacity. For PET-FDG the total capacity is unknown, but as this type of scan is used
intensively in for example cancer investigation, the needed expansion of capacity
measured as the share of total capacity across disease areas will be much lower than the
span between 10% and 294% of current use in dementia investigation. Thus, meeting the
future demand seems more realistic.

3

Roughly estimated based on expert input and data from the Central Denmark Region.
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Figure 8 – Scenarios for increase in needed capacity as share of total capacity used
in dementia investigation today
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Source: IM scenario model.

For LP/CSF (data is for the lumbar puncture procedure performed to collect CSF), MRand CT-cerebrum the use in dementia diagnosis constitutes a smaller share of total
capacity than for the more specialized PET-scans above. Furthermore, data for total
national use is available, and thus we compare the potential future increases in demand to
this. For CSF, the scenarios range from an increase of 19% to 138% of total national use
today. The potential need for more than doubling the use of LP/CSF at the national level is
of course a potential challenge, but as the procedure is fairly quick and does not require
complicated equipment it might be achievable.
The scenarios for MR- and CT-cerebrum must be seen in the light of the very high volume
of these scans conducted today, approximately 115 and 147 thousand per year nationally
in 2018. However, the range for CT-cerebrum from 0,4% to 6% does show that for this
type of scan it is more likely that the increase in demand can be handled. For MRcerebrum the range is from 0,2% up to 4% of the total number of scans nationally today,
which similarly to CT-cerebrum looks more achievable. However, this increase in demand
only covers the diagnosis, and as described in chapter 7 the need for follow up MR scans
is substantial.
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Figure 9 – Scenarios for increase in needed capacity as share of total use nationally
across disease areas
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Note: ‘CSF’ in the figure refers to data for the lumbar puncture procedure performed to collect CSF.
Source: IM scenario model.

The general conclusion is that a treatment for Alzheimer’s will drive a need for more
capacity in the dementia clinics and in neurological departments if other patient groups are
not to be down prioritized due to capacity constraints. Such a development will probably
also drive a need for re-organizing all the regional dementia clinics in a new structure in
the context of the neurological departments.

5.3

Opportunities and challenges for new diagnostic tools

As a potential mitigating factor to capacity constraints, the experts point to blood-based
biomarkers. As opposed to LP/CSF, taking blood samples is standard in all parts of both
primary and secondary healthcare. Thus, if reliable testing based on blood becomes
available it can significantly increase the capacity of the system. This is due to LP/CSF in
most locations involving both and doctor and a nurse for approximately 15 minutes, and
having the patient in a bed, while a blood test can be taken by a nurse in five minutes and
the patient does typically not need to be in a bed.
Blood based biomarker investigations are being investigated broadly, and there is a hope
for the blood-based tests to be exchanged for the LP/CSF investigations, which is more
time consuming and expose a greater risk to the patients. As an example, the experts
point to promising results from Lund and Malmø (in Sweden), where they have developed
diagnostic tools for both tau and amyloid in blood samples. This could enable the primary
sector to take an even larger role in the diagnostics of dementia, and thus if this
development could be accelerated it would make a significant contribution towards
alleviating the capacity constraints. Below are two examples from selected articles on
blood-based biomarkers:
Example 1: ‘These results suggest that plasma‐based measurements of Aβ42/Aβ40 and
P‐tau181 are associated with cross‐sectional atrophy levels and, more importantly, can
predict brain atrophy over time, both in patients with AD and in CU elderly individuals.
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These findings add to a growing number of studies suggesting that these markers hold
great promise, both as diagnostic tools as well as in research and clinical trials.’ 4
Example 2: ‘Unique features of this assay are (i) the label ‐free detection of the misfolding
of Aβ in blood plasma, (ii) the simple procedure, (iii) the low sample volume and (iv) the
low cost. Measuring the initial misfolding process which occurs 15–20 years before clinical
manifestation, the immuno‐infrared‐assay may have the potential to detect AD earlier than
Aβ burden tests. Moreover, there are indications that the sensor might also differentiate
between AD and other dementia forms. This has to be validated in detail in larger studies.

Figure 10

Source: Biogen

4

Plasma‐based biomarkers for Aβ and tau predict longitudinal brain atrophy in cognitively healthy
elderly and in patients with Alzheimer’s disease, Alzheimer’s & Dementia vol. 16 issue S4, December
2020. https://alz-journals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/alz.046490
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However, the immuno‐infrared‐sensor can also be applied to other neurodegenerative
misfolding diseases such as Parkinson's disease.’ 5
In addition to blood-based biomarkers, digital detection tools have been pointed out as a
potential solution to capacity constraints in dementia investigation. Furthermore, the digital
tools are non-invasive, without side effects, and more convenient for the patient. The figure
below shows examples gathered by Biogen. Some of the interviewed experts have hopes
for these types of solutions but find that they are several years away from being ready for
the clinic.

5.4

Potentials for development

Based on the above, there are several areas where development could help prepare the
system. Acceleration of blood-based amyloid biomarker introduction to general clinical
usage is one option which could be pursued. Another is thorough implementation of
LP/CSF on a national level, and hereunder support of reduction of any hesitation towards
using LP currently in some investigation units not anchored in or supported by a
neurological department.
Furthermore, clear guidelines could be outlined for the use of supporting PET-PIB/FDG as
complementary method of diagnosis, when the diagnosis is unclear after LP/CSF, to lower
the ratio of false positives.
Finally, thorough implementation of nationally agreed guidelines on how to test for early
Alzheimer’s – as no diagnostic method at present, or in the near future, will be 100 %
conclusive, will be important.

5

Amyloid blood biomarker detects Alzheimer's disease, EMBO Molecular Medicine vol. 10 issue 5,
May 2018. https://www.embopress.org/doi/full/10.15252/emmm.201708763
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6.

Infusion and Infusions capacity

6.1

Expected setup for infusions and needed capacity

If a treatment becomes available, it is likely to require administration by IV infusion. The
neurologists interviewed clearly point out that such therapy should take place in the
neurological departments (or they should at least be responsible). However, as described
below there are alternatives to having all treatment administered in the neurological
departments – at least in the longer run.
The most important reason for neurologists being responsible for treatment and
administration of the infusions in neurological departments is that a lot of space and
medical staff is required due to issues related to other diseases and conditions among the
patient group which need monitoring. Examples are “competing” and often not diagnosed
conditions such as tumours, brain haemorrhage (brain bleed), and stroke, but also simple
lack of clarity regarding diagnosis, which calls for close monitoring and for having
neurological expertise present.
All regions have major neurological departments, which administer IV infusion to
outpatients for several other diseases today. As an example, the regional function of
assessing ischemic stroke and administering IV thrombolysis treatment is present in all
regions. However, the varying organisation of dementia units across the regions (as well
as the current unclear picture of the percentage of patients who will benefit from a given
treatment) makes it difficult to come up with a complete quantitative answer regarding
current capacity. The interviews paint a clear picture of the situation: If an effective
treatment becomes available and requires IV infusion, then a significant expansion of
infusion capacity will be needed. This means a need for more rooms with beds or
appropriate chairs, nurses for monitoring patients during and after infusion and doctors to
supervise the treatment. The magnitude of this needed expansion of capacity is estimated
by the managing doctors in the neurological departments to be the capacity equivalent of
one additional outpatient department per region and perhaps two in the Capital Region
(would most likely be achieved by expanding existing departments). This is based on the
current patient volumes and as such could be a lower end estimate since more patients
would be expected to be diagnosed as analysed in the previous chapters if a treatment
becomes available. On the other hand, this depends also on which specific subgroups of
the patients with dementia or MCI the treatment is relevant and approved for. The
Implement scenario model suggests that the number of patients in treatment will be
between a low scenario of approximately one thousand patients up to a high scenario of
approximately eleven thousand patients. This is based on an average treatment length of
2 years (expert assessment).
To prepare for such a potential need for more capacity and thus resources, we find
backing among the experts to focusing on efforts to closely follow patients in treatment for
Alzheimer’s to terminate treatment for those who are not benefitting from it.
There are several options when it comes to expanding capacity without the costly need of
establishing one or more neurological departments in each region. Firstly, the option of
accelerating the existing trend of moving from having patients in beds to having them in
chairs during infusions. This enables better utilization of existing facilities, but since it is
implemented in many locations already, the potential is limited. Secondly, utilizing the
experience from for example Germany regarding IV therapy administered by the GP while
being initiated and followed by the neurological department. Finally, the option of treatment
being administered at the patient’s home using telemedicine and follow up visits at the
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neurological department. This option most likely has the biggest potential to expand
capacity at a low cost. However, there is significant uncertainty on whether it is a viable
solution in the short run as there is a need for close monitoring and more knowledge
gathering. One source for inspiration could, however, be the existing setup with
chemotherapy at the patients home administered by a nurse employed by the
municipality6.
Summing up, some expansion of the capacity can most likely be achieved by moving
(even more) from beds to chairs in neurology in general. However, if capacity is to be
greatly increased it requires either massive investments in new or existing neurological
departments or accepting infusions to be given either by the GP or at the patient’s home.
The later also depending on the conditions in the approval for the specific treatment.
Furthermore, GP and home treatment are difficult with fragile patients, which can be
exemplified by the fact that patients suffering from sclerosis all receive infusions in the
neurological department despite that they are on average less fragile than patients with
dementia.

6.2

Potentials for development

There are several potential areas of development when it comes to creating more
treatment capacity or utilising the existing capacity even more effectively than today.
From other diseases and treatments there is often seen a transition from infusions in the
early stages – after a new treatment has become available – to either subcutaneous
administration or pill form. If this would in any way be possible for Alzheimer’s it would
dampen the need for capacity building very much.
Lesser potential is coming from capitalising on the possibilities of video supported
monitoring and support of the treatment. The limits to utilising telemedical solutions have
over the latest years pushed the frontier. A development that has been accelerated – and
have been pushed even more under and because of the COVID-19 pandemic. It would be
relevant to explore and develop the possibilities in this area before a treatment is available
for general use.
Potentially in combination with this, the possibilities of utilising patient reported data – both
for outcome (PRO) and also for side effects, general wellbeing etc. – to optimize treatment
and monitoring as well as reducing the need for new capacity, should be explored. There
are a growing set of experiences from other treatment areas, and there is still a huge
potential to be redeemed.

6

Framework agreement between eleven municipalities in Northern Jutland and the North Denmark
Region regarding intravenous treatment handled by the municipalities.
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7.

MR Scanner Capacity

7.1

Side effects and the need for MRI scans

Some of the most advanced research within biological pharmaceuticals is targeting
amyloid build up in the brain, which come with potential side effects in the form of oedema
and microhaemorrhages in the brain called ARIA7. The brain must be closely monitored by
MR to avoid adverse effects. It is expected that this will in practice entail MR scans three
times during the first year of the treatment, and some additional scans in subsequent years
based on concrete suspicion. This increase in the demand for MR scans comes on top of
the extended usage of MR in the diagnostics phase for dementia when examinating for
other diagnoses, as described in chapter 4, and a more general trend towards demand for
more MR scans related to follow up and control related to other diseases.

7.2

Current capacity

We find that the existing capacity in radiological departments is fully utilized. The
challenges in relation to extending the capacity to the level needed if a treatment is
introduced, are:
1) the scanners are already running from early morning to late night all weekdays so there
will be a need for more scanners, more physical space in the already dimensioned “superhospitals”, more room for receiving patients etc. There is no point in using scanners at
night for outpatients, as this would be extremely “unfair” to the patients reducing
compliance and driving a lot of no-shows and cancellations etc.
2) the supply of radiologists who can interpret the MR scans is short since this is a
specialisation and there is a general lack of radiologists. As it takes years to train a
specialized doctor (radiologist), there are few shortcuts to more. Attracting more
radiologists from abroad could help, but it is unclear how this could be done. Making
existing radiologists work more is another option, but as doctors are almost exclusively
employed on a full-time basis and their marginal income is heavily taxed, this is likely to be
very difficult and expensive.
3) more radiographers will be needed to conduct the additional scans. As we find no
evidence suggesting a general lack of radiographers, this is likely to be less of an issue
than the first two points above. Furthermore, a recent report commissioned by the Danish
Radiographer Society shows that many radiographers work outside their field constituting
a reserve that could be activated.
The Implement scenario model finds that when the significant need for MR-cerebrum
scans for follow up is added to the numbers for diagnosis only, the scenarios rise from an
increase between 0,2% and 4% to an increase of between 2% and 19%. This constitutes
an increase in the need for additional MR-cerebrum scans from a fairly modest level of
approximately 1.900 up to more than 22 thousand additional scans per year. Thus, the
scenario model supports the experts regarding the capacity constraint for MR-cerebrum
being a significant challenge.

7

Amyloid Related Imaging Abnormalities
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Figure 11 – Scenarios for increase in needed capacity as share of total use
nationally across disease areas

Source: IM scenario model.

Summing up, limited MR capacity is a significant barrier to the monitoring of side effects
and thus to the utilization of a new treatment for Alzheimer’s, and as the most obvious
ways of expanding the capacity are not feasible, there is a need for developing solutions
and speeding up application and implementation of promising technologies and solutions.

7.3

Potentials for development

Some of the radiologists we discussed the potentials with argued, that a short-term
solution to reduce the need for extensive capacity expansion is to allow for so called
‘narrow scans’. Currently the protocol for MR scans (as for all radiology) is fixed and
involves scanning much more than is strictly necessary to monitor for ARIA caused by the
treatment for Alzheimer’s. When a scan is conducted, the radiologists are obliged to do a
thorough reading and interpretation of the scan as to make sure no other changes to the
brain have occurred and no symptoms for other diseases are to be found. This not only
means that the scans occupy the scanner for longer than necessary for the identification of
ARIA, but also means that the radiologist spends more time than necessary to identify
ARIA on reading and interpretation for other symptoms and signs.
The proposed solution is thus to allow looking only for ARIA, which could stretch the
existing capacity further and reduce the need for new capacity. This must be expected to
require either a legal change or a change in how the relevant legislation is enforced by the
authorities.
Furthermore, there may be a potential in utilizing artificial intelligence to interpret the
output from MR scans. However, based on dialogue with relevant experts we estimate that
this will not be relevant in the clinic in another 3 to 5 years. This could be sped up, if the
above change to allow for “narrow scans”, as an AI would be able to learn to read and
interpret a simpler and narrower “scan”. And there would be a great AI learning potential
from the number of scans for each patient receiving infusions for Alzheimer’s as the scans
should detect changes to a series of scans.
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8.

Key Findings

This section summarizes the findings of the analyses in three groups, critical prerequisites
for initiation of treatment, critical bottlenecks in the healthcare system and potential
supporting developments to mitigate challenges.
Critical prerequisites
The fundamental prerequisite for initiating treatment is that the clinical trials must show a
significant effect for a significant group of patients as this is the core argument for
allocating additional resources to the area, accepting side effects for the patients in
treatment and accepting unnecessary treatment for some patients who end up not
developing Alzheimer’s. At the time of writing the clinical evidence is in review.
The above must be sufficiently convincing to make key experts in the relevant medical
specializations, general practise, and patient organisations back the adoption of treatment
and create a broad support in the system. Currently, these experts express some
reluctance regarding the clinical evidence on treatment effect.
Critical bottlenecks
In this analysis we have identified several changes necessary to initiate treatment. Some
can be handled by the system while others will cause bottlenecks.
In the diagnosis and treatment stages, neurologists will be the key medical specialisation
and given the necessary expansion of capacity, there will be a need for more neurologists
specialized in neurodegenerative diseases. As there is no unutilized capacity and training
new specialized doctors takes several years, this is likely to become critical.
In the diagnostics it will be critical that PET scanning and LP/CSF testing capacity is
expanded to allow for early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s. Figure 12 shows a low and a high
scenario for the increase in existing scanning and testing capacity needed if a treatment is
approved. The scenarios point to PET-PiB and -FDG seeing the largest relative increases
in demand, but as the current volume of these scans is a few hundred and a few
thousands respectively (for dementia investigation), it might be less of a bottle neck. The
increase needed for LP/CSF is substantial, but this is mitigated by the fact that the
procedure is simple and cheap.
In diagnostics it will also be critical that MR and CT scanning capacity is expanded to
accommodate the need for ruling out differential diagnoses for the new patients who come
into the system due to the availability of a treatment. Furthermore, MR scans are needed
in the follow up stage, which intensifies the risk of a bottleneck. The scenarios in Figure 12
show that the needed increases in the demand for both CT-cerebrum and MR-cerebrum
for diagnosis are low (between 0.4% and 6%), but when the increase in demand driven by
follow up MR-cerebrum is added, the needed increase is up to 19%. As there is a lack of
both MR scanners and radiologists for interpretation of results, this is likely to become
critical.
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Figure 12 – Scenarios for increase in needed capacity
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Source: IM scenario model.

Potential supporting developments
To mitigate bottlenecks, a key lever is to develop an approach to sort between relevant
and irrelevant in the patient groups who come into general practice today and the new
patient groups who will come in driven by the availability of a treatment. There is good
quality data available and if this can be leveraged to sort effectively it reduces all
bottlenecks in the later stages. Thus, this is instrumental and should be supported with
economic incentives for general practice to engage actively in the efforts not to pass on
more patients than necessary to the later stages of dementia investigation.
Another way of alleviating the bottlenecks in the secondary sector, is to accelerate the
ongoing development of blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer’s, which can be carried out
in general practise as opposed to the more invasive diagnostic tools based on
cerebrospinal fluid.
Finally, the key bottleneck in MR scanning capacity could be mitigated if a new approach
could be allowed where more targeted and less resource demanding scans are utilized in
the follow up stage of Alzheimer’s treatment and potentially within other disease areas as
well.
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9.

Appendix

9.1

Recommendations and the motivation

Below we sum up the recommendations in the publication by the Danish Health Authority
titled Recommendations for the organisation of the dementia investigation and treatment
units (Anbefalinger til organisering af udrednings- og behandlingsenheder for demens)
published in 2017.
•

Purpose is to
o Create a unified approach to the tests which are part of the programme
for diagnosing dementia and the criteria for diagnosis, which are applied
across medical specializations
o Ensure that more people with dementia get a specific diagnosis
o That patients are evaluated by a doctor with the most relevant
specialisation in collaboration with doctors from other relevant
specialisations
o Ensure sufficient volume of patients to build experience with the patient
group and that patient are met by staff with relevant qualifications

•

Background
o National action plan for dementia in Denmark enacted in 2017
o 470m DKK for concrete initiatives
o Aimed at realizing multiple objectives of which the following are most
relevant in this context
▪
Early detection and better quality in the diagnosis and
treatment of dementia
▪
More people with dementia must be diagnosed and 80 pct.
should have a specific diagnosis

•

Recommendations
Population
o General population covered by each investigation or treatment unit
should be at least 300,000 persons
o Each unit should conduct at least 500 investigations per year
o The physical locations which are approved for specialised functions in
dementia in the plan for medical specialisations, should also have
investigation and treatment units

o
o

o
o

Specialisation and competencies
In each unit there should be doctors specialised in neurology, geriatrics
and psychiatry and specialised nurses and neuropsychologists
The specialised staff should be physically present to an extent which
allows concrete corporation across specialisations e.g. 1-2 per week at
the same time
Corporation between specialisations should be based on clearly defined
agreements, delineations, and roles
The units should be able to draft plans for rehabilitation and if there isn’t
a physiotherapist the doctors in the unit should have similar
competencies
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o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

Development of competencies and efforts to improve quality in the
individual investigation and treatment units should ensure unification in
the diagnostic approach, criteria, and treatment.
Units should be engaged in networks for units in the investigation and
treatment of dementia
Research oriented units should participate in the ADEX-alliance
Units should be placed with ease of access to paraclinical tests such as
CT and MR scans
Additional functions in the units
All units should have the option of establishing a mobile function which
meet the patients in their home
Mobile functions should be staffed from regular units to ensure
competencies
Units should provide advice to other parts of the health and care system,
which should be described in the patient pathway
Units should provide a hotline and contribute to knowledge sharing and
collaboration with general practitioners, dementia coordinators, and
municipalities, and provide information to patients and relatives
Units should be able to handle patients with special needs, such as
patients with behavioural abnormalities, mentally impaired etc.
Quality database and research
Units should report to the Danish Clinical Quality Database for Dementia
(DanDem) and conduct research in relation to their work in a national
collaboration
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9.2

Scenarios for capacity

The IM scenario model is a simple model of patient flow in dementia investigation,
treatment and follow up, and demand for the most relevant scans and tests in each step of
this flow. The model covers the situation today and calculates a low and high scenario for
how the flow and demand could change if a disease modifying treatment is approved, cf.
Figure 13. The model is based on a mix of data and expert input and assessments of the
future. Thus, the low and high scenarios together span an interval in which the combined
input and assessments from the experts suggest that demand for key tests and scans is
likely to lie. Based on the best available data or expert input for either total volume of the
scan/test today or as a second-best volume in dementia investigation, we calculate the
suggested increase in demand as share of total volume today, cf. Table 4. The output from
the model should not be seen as a prognosis for future demand, but instead as the best
combined qualified expert guess on the lower and upper bounds for this demand.
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Figure 13 – IM scenario model - Patient flow and demand

Source: Implement scenario model
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Table 4 – IM scenario model - Output

Source: IM scenario model
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